4 U.S. -Japan Women's Journal No. 45, 2013 growing body of scholarship on related topics such as colonial literature, propaganda, censorship, and so on. With respect to wartime women's writing in particular, new studies and reprinted editions are helping to fill gaps in our knowledge.
1 Ways of analyzing this literature are also becoming more complex, reaching beyond easily defined binaries of resistance and complicity while still recognizing their significance.
This special issue of U.S.-Japan Women's Journal adds to this growing area of research. By highlighting the female voice and body and their relationship to the nation, the essays in this issue of the journal showcase a range of literatures (poetry, kamishibai, and fiction) by women and the diverse ways in which these texts emerged from and engaged with the world around them. Of course, the authors of the articles published here discuss only a few of the many questions associated with this topic, but our different approaches underscore the fact that there is no single absolute framework through which to illustrate the relationship between women's voices, bodies, and the wartime nation.
The essays have been ordered chronologically in terms of content. In the first article, "Japanese Women's Poetry from Interwar to Pacific War: Navigating Heterogeneous
Borderspace," Janice Brown explores poetry by Nagase Kiyoko (1906-95) , Fukao Sumako Women's Journal itself for continuing to support humanistic research on issues relating to women and gender. Our field is very rich as a result of this journal, and I hope this special issue will, in a small way, contribute to its mission. Note 1. It is impossible to mention all such critical and collected works in English and Japanese here; a number are referenced in our individual essays. I will mention one Japanese collection specifically focusing on wartime women's literature that may be of interest to readers: Hasegawa Kei, ed., "Senjika" no josei bungaku (Women's "wartime" literature), 18 volumes (Tokyo: Yumani shobō, 2002). There are also many other collected works of nonfiction featuring the topic of women and war that may be of interest to scholars of literature and history, including Nakajima Kuni, ed., Kindai josei bunken shiryō sōsho: Onna to sensō (Collected documents about women in modernity: Women and war), 25 volumes (Tokyo: Ōzorasha, 1992).
